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K £ A T THEME II 

Progrsmatic Not© 

The repeating not© in Heat Theme II represents the illusory 

telegraph messages in Or, The 3csoh (1959) the movie directed by 

Stanley Kramer and based on the novel of the same name 'ey Nevil 

Shute (1957)• only surviving people of a nuclearshclocaust 

who are in Australis receive a number of nonsensical shortwave 

telegraph messages from Southern California. The men from a 

submarine, which is sent there to find out who is making the 

telegraph signals, discover an empty room with an open window 

through which a slow summer creese is blowing against a window 

shade whose pull-cord ends in a circular loop through which has 

been inserted the neck of a bottle that is leaning over a tele¬ 

graph key which it cccasionally hits depending or. the wind — 

all this was happening in en empty building in or. empty city; 

no one was alive, none had survived. 


